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Can data analytics transform the eCommerce channel  
 

A few weeks ago E Fundamentals was announced as one of the finalists for I-COM’s Data 
Startup challenge Award within the Attribution category. Given the discourse around companies 
not reaping the rewards from data despite how advanced insights have become, we’re proud to 
say that we’re a tech startup that’s working to bridge that gap and making real money for our 
clients as we do it. 
 

The gap between data and value 

The need for a digital transformation in the retail sector has been an ongoing heated debate 
with City A.M predicting that the UK will see more retailers fall into administration in 2017 than it 
did post Lehman brothers. We have access to more data than ever before as well as tools to 
gain deep insights about what works and what doesn’t, and yet still tying it all together so it 
serves your purpose falls short. 
 

Reinforcing this was Retail Week’s recent report which claimed that only 44% of companies have 
identified the capabilities needed to transform their organisation so it meets the demands of the 
modern day shopper. Yet only 24% know what this transformation looks like whilst a staggering 
62% of brands haven’t even started making changes to their approach. 
 
Steve Baggi was one of the co-founders of executive search specialist, Green Park, who backed 
this study claiming that the findings indicated a worrying “action gap”. He emphasised that 
brands need to “be brave and invest in new models underpinned by technology that deliver the 
goods, services and experiences that customers want. If they fail to change, change will be 
imposed upon them.” 
 
It was precisely due to this gap that E Fundamentals was born in 2014. CEO John Maltman came 
from a career with global giants P&G, Asda Walmart and PepsiCo and saw the industry’s weak 
reaction to the enormous opportunities within eCommerce. Not to mention experiencing first 
hand how labour intensive extracting can be and how actioning it can often lead to creating 
more work than actual value. 
 

The need for a new eCommerce analytics model  
At the back of a four year consumer study, Devora Rogers, Senior Director of Retail Marketing 
Insights at Inmar, reported that they discovered that shoppers didn’t necessarily want new 
shopping experiences, but better because creating something new didn’t resolve the existing 
operational obstacles that prohibit access to meaningful insights and their productive 
implementation.  
 
As a startup operating in the tech hub of London, we knew that we wanted to help ambitious 
brands identify these capabilities to sustain profitable change. And we knew we wanted to 
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equip the current teams of global brands’ to do this without needing to outsource or recruit 
specialist talent.  

We’ll be in Porto on April 25th for the finals of the Data Startup Challenge Award and look 
forward to meeting our peers to discuss further how smart data can transform enterprises. 
We’ll also be interested to hear exactly what kind of transformational changes you think 
industries need to be undergoing. We’ve called it a Return on Intelligence; when actionable data 
upskills teams and increases online sales. 
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